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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are working on a web-based application called Book Vault that allows people to upload books and order books. This application

must be available on all major browsers.

You have been testing the application manually and management have asked you to consider automating some of the tests.

You have investigated a number of commercial and free tools which can automate tests at a web browser level and one tool in particular

meets your requirements and you have implemented a trial version.

You have basic programming skills and the main goal is to automate a few functional tests to see if the tool is compatible with the

application and can recognise the objects and controls.

Which scripting technique would be MOST suitable in this scenario in order to meet the objectives?

Options: 
A- Structured scripting

B- Capture-replay scripting

C- Data-driven scripting

D- Model-based scripting



Answer: 
B

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have been asked to develop test automation for a legacy system that is going to go through a series of infrastructure migrations.

The scripts will be used to verify basic functionality during these infrastructure changes Your Test Analysts have some programming

skills and need

a solution that is simple and fast.

Maintainability of the scripts is not a consideration because no changes to the software are anticipated.

Which of the following is the BEST scripting approach in this situation?

Options: 
A- Structured scripting

B- Capture-replay scripting



C- Model-Based scripting

D- Linear scripting

Answer: 
B

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Your project is transitioning from manual to automated testing. You have decided to implement a pilot project so that lessons learned

can inform future time estimates and schedules.

Which two of the following represent the types of test cases that are MOST suited to a test automation pilot project?

a) High added value test cases that require little effort to automate.

b) Test that are run infrequently as these will be simpler to automate

c) Reliability test cases that can show added value soon

d) Technically challenging test cases to provide the best validation of manual test conversion

e) Tests that are least Important to the business as these are safer to trial



Options: 
A- a and b

B- a and c

C- b and d

D- c and e

Answer: 
B

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have investigated a new tool which enables the modelling of the SUT and can then generate test cases either manually or

automatically. You have convinced your managers that the best way forward is to conduct a pilot project for this tool. You need to select

a project to use for the pilot. You have the choice of the following projects:

Project A: A two-year project that is critical to the business and is currently in the requirement phase. This project is for a new e-

commerce web site and is mostly being developed ''in-house" although the payment system is being developed and delivered by a 3rd



party provider.

Project B: A safety critical application for software to drive and park cars.

Project C: An upgrade to an important HR timesheet tracking application that will be available on a desktop and mobile application. This

is a 1-month project developed in-house.

Project D The payment system from project A.

Which project would be BEST for the pilot?

Options: 
A- Project A because it is a large project and has high visibility and is in the requirement phase.

B- Project B because it is a safety critical system and has high visibility.

C- Project C because it is a short, low priority project but is important.

D- Project D because it is a small part of a larger project and will help show the tool's capabilities.

Answer: 
D

Question 5



Question Type: MultipleChoice

What represents good practice when automating a manual regression test suite?

Options: 
A- Test data shared between tests should, where feasible, be stored and accessed from a single source to avoid duplication or

introduction of error.

B- All existing manual tests should be decomposed into several smaller automated tests to reduce functional overlap.

C- Remove inter-dependencies between tests to reduce automation failures and costly error analysis.

D- Once a manual test has been automated, execute it immediately to Identify whether it operates correctly.

Answer: 
D

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice



You have been asked to develop test automation for a legacy system that is going to go through a series of infrastructure migrations.

The scripts will be used to verify basic functionality during these infrastructure changes Your Test Analysts have some programming

skills and need

a solution that is simple and fast.

Maintainability of the scripts is not a consideration because no changes to the software are anticipated.

Which of the following is the BEST scripting approach in this situation?

Options: 
A- Structured scripting

B- Capture-replay scripting

C- Model-Based scripting

D- Linear scripting

Answer: 
B

Question 7



Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have investigated a new tool which enables the modelling of the SUT and can then generate test cases either manually or

automatically. You have convinced your managers that the best way forward is to conduct a pilot project for this tool. You need to select

a project to use for the pilot. You have the choice of the following projects:

Project A: A two-year project that is critical to the business and is currently in the requirement phase. This project is for a new e-

commerce web site and is mostly being developed ''in-house" although the payment system is being developed and delivered by a 3rd

party provider.

Project B: A safety critical application for software to drive and park cars.

Project C: An upgrade to an important HR timesheet tracking application that will be available on a desktop and mobile application. This

is a 1-month project developed in-house.

Project D The payment system from project A.

Which project would be BEST for the pilot?

Options: 
A- Project A because it is a large project and has high visibility and is in the requirement phase.

B- Project B because it is a safety critical system and has high visibility.

C- Project C because it is a short, low priority project but is important.



D- Project D because it is a small part of a larger project and will help show the tool's capabilities.

Answer: 
D

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What represents good practice when automating a manual regression test suite?

Options: 
A- Test data shared between tests should, where feasible, be stored and accessed from a single source to avoid duplication or

introduction of error.

B- All existing manual tests should be decomposed into several smaller automated tests to reduce functional overlap.

C- Remove inter-dependencies between tests to reduce automation failures and costly error analysis.

D- Once a manual test has been automated, execute it immediately to Identify whether it operates correctly.



Answer: 
D
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